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asdfjkl; (noun): a sign of extreme
exasperation, typically used in IRC.
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“Dude, you see what I’m seeing?” Jurica asked, gesturing to- could have expected such an extreme change so
wards that. “I would totally hit that.”
quickly.
Jurica’s deeming of “that” as sexually acceptable came unprovoked during his sociology class, moments after locking his gaze “We were getting so much hate mail every day
upon “that”.
with people complaining about their labs being
taken away,” one representative from IT states, “So
“I’m glad that [Jurica] revealed to me, if given the opportunity, we just decided to shut everyone up by getting
would engage in sexual intercourse with that over there with rid of all the computers. Now it doesn’t seem so
red hair and glasses,” Jurica’s roommate Joshua Mazure said. bad, does it?” IT plans to take away all university“No, not her, that’s a total chub monster. The one in the green owned computers and computer-related techshirt. Yeah, that’s the one.”
nology on campus, along with shutting off the MTU Wi-Fi.
Jurica went on to support his decision by describing the specific traits possessed by “that” which he found beneficial.
“Just look at that ass… Dat ass doe,” Jurica said. “And would
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Many university executive board members support this decision. “I remember the good ol’ days
when we used to use our abacuses and slide rules and turned in our essays using the reliable
pick and slate. Why can’t these kids appreciate their education without being wired up 24/7?” a
crotchety, elderly board member says right before breaking his hip.
With the Wi-Fi turned off on campus, many students are entering a stage of early insanity. One girl
tells The Bull “With all the Wi-Fi turned off, how am I supposed to upload this selfie onto Instagram?” She cries into her Starbucks latte and wipes her tears with her purse Chihuahua.
Though the computers were just recently taken away, there are already very noticeable changes.
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War has changed. It’s no longer about nations, ideologies, or ethnicity. It’s an endless series of proxy battles fought by mercenaries and
machines. War, and its consumption of life, has become a well-oiled machine. War has changed. ID-tagged soldiers carry ID-tagged
weapons, use ID-tagged gear...The age of deterrance has become the age of control. all in the name of averting catastrophe from
weapons of mass destruction. and he who controls the battlefield controls history. -- MGS4
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you say those are double D’s? Da-Damn.”
Upon learning of Jurica’s willingness to have coition with “that”,
others at the table revealed their own possible desire to do the
same.

For example, the entire Computer Science department was
forced to transfer to Northern. The Computer Science Learning Community has been transformed into the Art Appreciation Learning Community, which is perfectly suited for the new
Art department that is moving in to replace technology-dependent departments.

“After hearing Peter’s case for why he would join with that in a
lovemaking session, I feel as though I too would do the same,”
Kyle Glasper responded. “I would indeed take that to pound
town.”
However, some questions arise as to whether or not Jurica
would indeed copulate with “that” as he claims he would.

“That’s all of them,” one disgruntled student complains. But
through all of this turmoil, one positive new change will occur:
The printers will remain intact and the cost of color printing
has been reduced to 24 cents a sheet, because everyone
loves dealing with pennies.

“I just don’t know, I mean, [Jurica] hasn’t exactly been consistent,” Housemate Alex Piotrowski said. “Just yesterday during
lunch, he was telling us how he would like to fornicate with
a blonde “that” in yoga pants. Something’s just not adding up
here.”

There are also current plans to rename Michigan Tech “Michigan Basket Weaving University” or MBU, for short. When these
changes will take place is still up in the air, but if they go as fast
as the current changes being made to the library, none of us
should have to worry about it before we graduate.

Despite some vocalizations of doubtful speculation, the vast
majority of those at the table believed Jurica’s statements.

To complete the following MadLib,
you’ll need:

“I do not know whether or not Peter will actively pursue even a
conversation with that,” Jurica’s friend Brendan Wayward said,
“But I can say with confidence that if “that” were to come up to
him and request to be carnal with him, he would consent to it.”

Something to write with.
Basic Vocabulary
7 Nouns
3 Adjectives
2 Verbs

MadLib in Brief!

Together the (NOUN) Act of 1916 and the (NOUN) Act of 1916 culminated two decades
of (ADJECTIVE) but consistent growth and (ADJECTIVE) of the American armed forces. Certainly
the two acts appalled (NOUN) and (PROPER NOUN), primarily because they (PAST TENSE VERB)
the legislation was a frightening national affirmation of (NOUN). Some believed peacetime (NOUN)
would soon follow. As (PLURAL NOUN) of all persuasions debated the meaning of the acts, German submarines prepared to resume unrestricted warfare. As silent and (ADJECTIVE) as a running
torpedo the European war (VERB) a United States rich with paper plans and woefully unprepared
for an unseen war.
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